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Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia

Beeler Rehearsal Room
Tuesday, May 2nd, 2017
7:00 pm
Program

Sinfonian Motto/Hail Sinfonia
Robert A.M. Ross and
Louis Victor Saar
Peter C. Lutkin

On and Ever Upward

Serenade
Max Keisling, voice
Seamus Buxton and Ben Futterman, horn

Peter Dyson

Three Mozart Selections
W.A. Mozart

Giancarlo Levano, saxophone
Ben Futterman, horn

Berühmtheit

Zerschlagenen Mund
The Newly-Initiated-Brothers of Delta Chapter

I've Been Working
Mills Music Mission Arrangement
Vive L'Amour
Arr. Stephen Fay

Claude-Michel
Michael McCarthy and Johnathan Fulcher

Two Inventions
J.S. Bach
Holden Turner and Giancarlo Levano, marimba

Just 'n Time
Randy Hunter
Michael White, trumpet
Giancarlo Levano, saxophone

Let Me Call You Sweetheart
Arr. Burt Szabo
Student's Life
L.C. Elson

Passenger Seat
Max Keisling and Aiden Braun

Deathcab for Cutie
The Luckiest
Will Fazzina and Griffin Charyn

You and Me (But Mostly Me)
Robert Lopez
Battle Hymn of the Republic
Mills Music Mission Arrangement
Red & Black
Epsilon Chapter
Sinfonia Parting Song
Rudolph R. Willman